






 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 





11_ Alessandro CarboniAlways becoming (performance installation)A performance-installation that explores the corporeal dimension of the city. Performers in theexhibition are connected with performers on the streets of Venice, documenting the physical movements of passers-by, creating a concrete impression of the physicality of 
daily city life.

12_ During the preliminary residency, Gregory Sholette gave a speech on the 
concept of dark matter in the art world, as illustrated in his book “Dark Matter. 
Art and Politics in the Age of Enterprise Culture”.  

13_ Noah Fischer
DebtFair (wall sticker)
Debtfair is an ongoing artistic campaign to expose the relationship between economic 

inequality in the art market and artists’ growing debt burdens. www.debtfair.org

15_ Roel HeremansCircle of Venice (public intervention)A subtle public intervention where local people were invited to 
walk an imaginary circle in public space, creating an alternati-ve and cyclical trajectory of our daily movement in the city.

14_ Niko Hafkenscheid & Valentina Stepanova

Untitled (public intervention)

An old Venetian painter from San Marco Square, one of the many, came to the edge of Dor-

soduro to paint something different for once. Looking out over the landmarks of the old town, 

gazing towards Giudecca, he began a series of paintings that reflected another horizon, another 

reality, another longing.
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17_ Tuur & Flup Marinus How to...(posters & toad bag)Tuur & Flup designed a series of cartoons that give the visitors of Venice tips on how to 

successfully survive the Bienniale. These drawings invade the city in the form of a toad bag 

and a series of posters in public places.
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18_ Dark Matter Super Collider 

Picture and poster sent by  artists/activists collective Macao 

based in Milan.

16_ Melih Kiraç

HAL (dance performance)

Melih performed a silent dance with a blank protest sign. 

A suggestive choreography that resonated the many contexts of social 

revolution in the world today.

19_ Diane Rabreau

Collaborative Tourist Office @ Ca' Bembo

The Collaborative Tourist Office uses the particularities of Google maps as the starting 

point for an alternative way of exploring the city and its lagoon, creating an alternative 

form of (fu)tourism, based on personal experiences related to unknown locations in 

Venice, news anecdotes and plural points of view.

20_ Diane RabreauCollaborative Tourist Office @ Ca' Bembo

Departure of a boat trip to discover the southern part of the Venetian 

lagoon. 
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